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Installation of IP20 LED Flex

Pull gray tongue of joining clip 
(joining clip provided in bag) out 
allowing LED flex to slide into slot. 
Push LED flex as far into the joining 
clip as possible and then push gray 
tongue of joining clip back in until 
locked into place. Do this to both 
ends that are to be join together.

Clean surface where flex is to be 
installed removing any grease or 
debris that may affect adhesion. 
Remove 3M tape from back of 
LED flex and firmly place the LED 
flex where required.

Option 1 Step One

Option 2 Step One

Push both positive+ and negative- 
pads together at ends. Solder 
the positive+ and negative- pads 
together using a soldering iron. Test 
LED flex lights up continuously.

If soldering LED flex 
together butt the ends that 
require joining together.

If joining LED flex with 
joining clip leave approx. 
2-3mm gap between ends to 
be joined by clip. 

Step Two
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If cutting is required please refer 
to the LED flex supplied catalogue 
page on our website to find out 
cut increment allowed.

Cutting
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Installation of IP67 LED Flex

Cut separate pieces of red and 
black (0.75mm max thickness) 
cable approx. 30mm long. Feed 
cables through silicon end-caps 
making sure open end is facing 
side it is sliding over. 

Solder cable to copper pads on 
LED flex making sure red cable 
is to positive side. Squirt clear 
silicon into end-cap until end-cap 
is approx half full of silicon and 
then slide end-cap over silicon 
sleeve.

Make sure silicon is set before 
getting wet. It is up to the 
installer to make sure the LED flex 
is fully sealed at ends.

Step One

Step Two

Step Three
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Clean surface where flex is to be 
installed removing any grease or 
debris that may affect adhesion. 

Remove 3M tape from back of 
LED flex and firmly place the LED 
flex where required. 

Slide silicon brackets provided 
one every metre over silicon 
sleeve. Using fasteners provided 
screw through holes provided in 
bracket. It is up to the installer to 
ensure fasteners are sufficient for 
mounting surface.

Option 1 Step Four

Option 2 Step Four
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Mounting Channel Installation

Peel 3M tape from back of LED 
flex and mount LED flex to top 
aluminium section. Clip top 
aluminium channel to mounting 
channel and then clip diffuser to 
channel.

This applies to IP20 and IP67 LED 
flex.

Using a fastener, screw mounting 
channel to surface where light 
is required one fastener every 
metre.  

It is up to the installer to ensure 
the correct fastener or adhesive 
is used for the correct mounting 
surface.

Push end-caps onto ends of 
profile to create a complete 
finish.

Step One

Step Two

Step Three

This installation method is for 20 Proud and 20 D only
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Mounting Clip Installation

Peel 3M tape from back of 
LED flex and mount LED flex 
to aluminium channel. Push 
aluminium channel into mounting 
clips until clips in and then clip 
diffuser into channel.

This applies to IP20 and IP67 LED 
flex.

Using a fastener, screw mounting 
clip to surface where light is 
required, one clip every metre.  

It is up to the installer to ensure 
the correct fastener or adhesive 
is used for the correct mounting 
surface.

Push end-caps onto ends of 
profile to create a complete 
finish.

Step One

Step Two

Step Three

This installation method is for 18 Flexi, 18 Slim, 18 Square, 18 Multi, 18 Recessed and 19 Angled only
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Spring Mounting Clip Installation

Put bolt through hole in spring 
clip with wings being beside 
profile. Tighten spring clip in 
place using nut provided.

Make sure all electrical wiring is 
complete before continuing.

Spring clip will be supplied one 
every two metre. 

Slide bolt provided down channel 
in the back of the profile one 
every two metres. Other option 
is to drill hole through profile one 
every two metres to allow bolt to 
go through

Once all clips for the fitting are 
installed, one at a time pull 
spring clip wings together and 
push through cutout provided. 
Once the orange tip of wings are 
through recess hole release to 
allow spring clip to pull fitting to 
surface. Repeat this for remaining 
spring clips in fitting to complete 
install.

or

or

Step One

Step Two

Step Three

This installation method is for 36 recessed only
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Suspension Wire Installation

Screw nut barrel onto bolt in the 
back of the profile. Leave enough 
room so bolt can still slide in 
channel.

Unscrew ceiling barrel nipple 
from body. Using a fastener, 
screw ceiling barrel body where 
required into surface (It is up to 
the installer to make sure the 
fastener is installed correct).

Feed suspension cable through 
nut barrel provided so suspension 
cable head is sitting inside nut 
barrel as far as possible.

Slide bolt provided one every two 
metres down channel in the back 
of the profile.

Feed ceiling barrel nipple through 
cable approx 150mm and then 
feed wire inside barrel body out 
hole in barrel. 
Fasten ceiling barrel nipple to its 
body, push nipple in to release 
cable and pull cable through 
to height required. Cut off any 
excess wire.

Step One

Step Two

Step Three

This installation method is for 36 D, 36 Square, 36 Proud, 60 Round only
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Remove And Install LED Tray

External clipping diffuser requires 
pushing diffuser sides outward 
allowing diffuser to release from 
profile. Continue method down the 
fitting until diffuser is completely 
released.

Using phillips head drill bit 
unscrew fasteners from profile 
allowing end-cap to be removed

Step One

Option 1 Step Two

Option 2 Step Two

Internal clipping diffuser requires 
outward pressure on one side of 
the diffuser face. Continue method 
down the fitting until diffuser is 
completely released.

This installation method is for 36 D, 36 Square, 36 Proud and 36 recessed only
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Push walls of profile outward whilst 
pulling one side of the LED tray out. 
This will allow tray to un-clip from 
profile and repeat process down 
the fitting if required until tray is 
completely free from profile.

Re-install tray by clipping in one side 
of the tray and applying pressure 
to other side allowing tray to clip 
completely in.

Step Three

Step Four
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Contact
Ph: (07) 5491 5800
FAX: (07) 5491 5984

E-mail: info@hawko.com.au
Web: www.hawko.com.au

Address: 5 Development Ct,
Caloundra Queensland 4551


